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DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5

10
PUSH UPS

15
SQUATS

20
HIGH KNEES

10
BEAR CRAWLS

20
BICYCLES

DAY 6 DAY 7 DAY 8 DAY 9 DAY 10

15
KICKOUTS

10
SQUAT JUMPS

10
BURPEES

20
PLANK JACKS

30
MOUNTAIN
CLIMBERS
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BOXING FITNESS

After the success of our first challenge, we went back to our crack marketing team to come up with a new and
exciting challenge for you all!

And what they came back with is nothing short of astonishing!! The new challenge is called....

10 Day Mental TOUGHness Challenge 2.0
So the format of this challenge is vastly different from the previous one.

The way this challenge works is on Day 1 you complete the Day 1 exercises. Pretty easy.... Right!

Well, then on Day 2 you must first complete the Day 1 exercise and then complete the Day 2 exercise.

Then on Day 3, you guessed it, you must first complete the Day 1 and Day 2 exercises, then Day 3.

Then so-on-so-forth, until Day 10 where you start off by first completing the Day 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9
exercises and then finishing off with the Day 10 exercises!

And like in the previous challenge, we still encourage you all to continue to follow the simple rules below:

CHA�ENGE
INFO!

1. ELIMINATE alcohol or sugar
Cutting these two items out will dramatically reduce calories and
produce better results. Remember, the key to fat loss is ultimately
calories in vs calories out!

2. Take a before and after photo and do a
weigh-in!
You can only know how far you’ve come if you know where the
journey started!

3. Increase your water intake
Drink at least 8 glasses of water a day

4. Super charge your nutrition
Avoid packaged foods. No soft drinks. Increase lean protein, fruit
and vegetable intake. Limit snacks to 2 per day.

5. get at least 6-8 hours sleep PER DAY
Decent amount of sleep allows your body and mind to recharge

6. Encourage family and friends to join in
As the saying goes, “Strength in Numbers” and this also helps by
keeping you motivated by and accountable to others.

7. Most importantly - have fun!


